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Prior studies have shown that the left posterior superior temporal sulcus (pSTS) and left temporo-parietal junction 

(TPJ) both contribute to phonological short-term memory, speech perception and speech production. Here, by 

conducting a within-subjects multi-factorial fMRI study, we dissociate the response profiles of these regions and a 

third region – the anterior ascending terminal branch of the left superior temporal sulcus (atSTS), which lies dorsal 

to pSTS and ventral to TPJ. First, we show that each region was more activated by (i) 1-back matching on visually 

presented verbal stimuli (words or pseudowords) compared to 1-back matching on visually presented non-verbal 

stimuli (pictures of objects or non-objects), and (ii) overt speech production than 1-back matching, across 8 types 

of stimuli (visually presented words, pseudowords, objects and non-objects and aurally presented words, pseu- 

dowords, object sounds and meaningless hums). The response properties of the three regions dissociated within 

the auditory modality. In left TPJ, activation was higher for auditory stimuli that were non-verbal (sounds of ob- 

jects or meaningless hums) compared to verbal (words and pseudowords), irrespective of task (speech production 

or 1-back matching). In left pSTS, activation was higher for non-semantic stimuli (pseudowords and hums) than 

semantic stimuli (words and object sounds) on the dorsal pSTS surface (dpSTS), irrespective of task. In left atSTS, 

activation was not sensitive to either semantic or verbal content. The contrasting response properties of left TPJ, 

dpSTS and atSTS was cross-validated in an independent sample of 59 participants, using region-by-condition 

interactions. We also show that each region participates in non-overlapping networks of frontal, parietal and 

cerebellar regions. Our results challenge previous claims about functional specialisation in the left posterior su- 

perior temporal lobe and motivate future studies to determine the timing and directionality of information flow 

in the brain networks involved in speech perception and production. 
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. Introduction 

The goal of this study is to investigate functional subdivisions for

peech processing within the left posterior superior temporal lobe. Many

rior studies have already identified a range of functions that activate

his part of the brain. However, integrating the results from a large num-

er of independent neuroimaging studies is challenging. This is partic-

larly true when (i) brain regions are labelled in different ways; (ii) the

ame anatomical labels and peak activation coordinates are associated

ith different functions; and (iii) when the same function is associated

ith different brain regions. The current fMRI study addresses these

roblems by using (i) anatomical regions of interest and (ii) a within-

ubjects, multi-factorial design to functionally segregate the response
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rofiles in different left superior temporal lobe regions during auditory

peech processing, short-term memory and speech production. 

After considering several independent atlases, the most fine grained

ubdivision of the left posterior superior temporal lobe was provided

y the Human Connectome Project multi-modal parcellation (HCP-

MP1.0; Glasser et al., 2016 ). The HCP atlas distinguishes four anatom-

cal components of interest (illustrated in Fig. 1 ) described as (i) the

orsal surface of the horizontal stem of pSTS (dpSTS), (ii) the ventral

urface of the horizontal stem of pSTS (vpSTS); (iii) the ascending termi-

al branch of the superior temporal sulcus (atSTS) that is referred to as

he temporal-parietal-occipital junction (TPOJ1) in the HCP atlas; and

iv) a region on the temporo-parietal junction (TPJ), at the boundary

f the posterior superior temporal lobe with the supramarginal gyrus,
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Fig. 1. Anatomical regions of interest from the Human Connectome Project. 

Regions of interest (ROIs) from the HCP-MMP1.0 atlas ( Glasser et al., 2016 ; 

Horn, 2016 ). Top row: the ROIs are overlaid on two left hemisphere cortical 

surface reconstructions using csurf ( Dale and Sereno, 1993 ). Bottom row: the 

ROIs are overlaid on the mean structural scans of the participants in the cur- 

rent study. Sample 1 (S1, left) includes 24 healthy participants. Sample 2 (S2, 

right) includes 59 healthy participants. As can be seen, the four regions of in- 

terest align well with the sulcal morphometry of both our samples. Green = the 

temporo-parietal junction (TPJ). Red = the dorsal surface of the horizontal sec- 

tion of pSTS (dpSTS). Blue = the ventral surface of the horizontal section of 

pSTS (vpSTS). Yellow = the anterior ascending terminal branch of the superior 

temporal sulcus (atSTS). SMG = supramarginal gyrus, STG = superior tempo- 

ral gyrus, MTG = middle temporal gyrus. (For interpretation of the references 

to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this 

article). 
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hat is referred to as the perisylvian language area in the HCP atlas.

his is because it aligns with the functionally defined Sylvian parietal

emporal region (Spt) that has been reported to respond to both speech

erception and speech production in previous studies ( Buchsbaum et al.,

001 ; Hickok et al., 2003 ; Hickok and Poeppel, 2004 ). In brief, we refer

o these regions by the anatomical descriptions: dpSTS, vpSTS, atSTS

nd TPJ. 

Almost all prior studies of the functional anatomy of speech and lan-

uage processing did not make a distinction between the different parts

f the left posterior superior temporal sulcus because these subdivisions

tarted to emerge more recently with the advent of modern brain par-

ellation approaches such as that exemplified by the HCP-MMP1.0 at-

as. Therefore, when highlighting the prior inconsistencies in structure-

unction relationships within the left posterior superior temporal lobe,

e refer to the three different STS subdivisions collectively as the pSTS;

nd compare the conclusions drawn about left pSTS to those drawn

bout left TPJ before introducing how we attempted to reconcile prior

nconsistencies. 

.1. The contribution of left pSTS to speech processing 

Early functional imaging studies demonstrated that left pSTS activa-

ion is almost invariably observed during speech perception, even when

coustic processing is controlled by comparing speech to complex unin-

elligible sound stimuli, and irrespective of whether the speech is intel-

igible or not ( Benson et al., 2006 ; Giraud et al., 2004 ; Hugdahl et al.,

003 ; Narain et al., 2003 ; Rimol et al., 2006 ; Scott et al., 2000 ). As

art of left pSTS was also shown to be activated during verbal fluency

word generation without stimuli), Wise et al. (2001) proposed that

he left pSTS is involved in transiently representing the temporally or-

ered sound structure of phonetic sequences (phonological short-term

emory), whether heard or internally generated. The authors also high-

ighted the importance of phonological short-term memory for guiding
2 
peech production, and implicated left pSTS in both mimicry and lan-

uage acquisition. 

A role in phonological short-term memory does not, however,

ean that the underlying function is specific to speech. Indeed, left

STS activation increases with familiarity to non-verbal sounds (lack-

ng any phonological content) even when auditory input is controlled

 Dehaene-Lambertz et al., 2005 ; Dick et al., 2011 ; Leech et al., 2009 ;

iebenthal et al., 2003 , 2010 ; Margulis et al., 2009 ; Meyer et al., 2005 ).

 parsimonious explanation, that would explain the response to both

erbal and non-verbal stimuli, is that left pSTS contributes to the short-

erm retention of auditory representations that underpins speech percep-

ion, speech production and other non-linguistic auditory tasks. Another

ossibility is that left pSTS might be a heterogeneous region with multi-

le functional subdivisions that have been conflated in prior studies. For

xample, Liebenthal et al. (2014) distinguished the posterior portion of

he stem of STS (including dpSTS and vpSTS in Fig. 1 ), from the anterior

erminal ascending branch of the STS (atSTS) which lies dorsal to pSTS

nd ventral to TPJ ( Fig. 1 ). Specifically, in a large-scale meta-analysis

f 253 studies, Liebenthal et al. (2014) found that pSTS activation was

ore frequently associated with non-linguistic than linguistic stimuli,

hereas atSTS was most sensitive to linguistic material (although also

ctivated by a range of executive and motor planning tasks). 

The current within-subjects study tests whether different parts of left

STS respond to the demands on: (1) auditory short-term memory (that

s not specific to speech sounds); (2) phonological short-term memory

greater for speech than non-speech) and/or (3) retrieval of phonologi-

al representations that can be integrated with the articulatory system. 

.2. The contribution of left TPJ to speech processing 

As reported for pSTS, part of left TPJ is independently activated

y speech perception and production and during auditory-motor tasks

n non-verbal sounds ( Hickok et al., 2003 , 2004; Buchsbaum et al.,

001 ). Hickok et al. (2003) therefore proposed that this region plays a

ole in auditory-motor integration. The same part of left TPJ has also

een associated with short-term memory of verbal ( Buchsbaum and

’Esposito, 2019 , 2009 ; Koelsch et al., 2009 ; Kraemer et al., 2005 ;

cGettigan et al., 2011 ) and non-verbal sounds ( Koelsch et al., 2009 ;

raemer et al., 2005 ). Drawing this work together, Buchsbaum and

’Esposito (2019) have described how this left TPJ region could support

he temporary maintenance of auditory speech representations via feed-

orward and feedback pathways that connect the auditory- and motor-

peech systems. 

On the other hand, activation in the same part of left TPJ has also

een observed in the absence of auditory stimuli, speech production

r a motor task. For example, left TPJ activation has been reported

or imagining music, tones or environmental sounds ( Aleman, 2004 ;

unzeck et al., 2005 ; Zatorre and Halpern, 2005 ; Xu et al., 2006) or

iewing visual stimuli that had previously been paired with sounds,

usic or rhythms ( Jäncke and Shah, 2004 ; Pekkola et al., 2006 ;

heeler et al., 2000 ; Hasegawa et al., 2004 ). 

As with pSTS, we tested whether TPJ was sensitive to the demands

n: (1) auditory short-term memory (that is not specific to speech

ounds); (2) phonological short-term memory (greater for speech than

on-speech) and/or (3) retrieval of phonological representations that

an be integrated with the articulatory system. 

.3. Experimental rationale 

Using a multi-factorial within-subjects design, we aimed to dissociate

ifferent parts of the left posterior superior temporal lobe on the basis

f their response profiles. Our choice of conditions is founded on the

ype of processing that we expect to be engaged by the regions, stimuli

nd tasks. Once different response profiles are segregated, we and others

an generate and test hypotheses about the function of each region for

 given task, in the acknowledgement that the function of a region may
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Fig. 2. Examples of visual stimuli. 

Verbal (words/pseudowords) and non-verbal (pictures of objects and non-objects) visual stimuli. 

Table 1 

Task analysis. 

Sensory / perceptual processing Visual Conditions Auditory Conditions 

Task set Speech production 1-back matching Speech production 1-back matching 

Type of stimulus W P O C W P O C W P O H W P O H 

Speech acoustics from stimulus A A A A 

Hearing own speech A A A A A A A A 

Visual short-term memory A A A A A A A A 

Auditory short-term memory A A A A A A A A 

Semantic retrieval/memory A A A A A A A A 

Phonological retrieval A A A A A A i i A A i i 

Phonological short-term memory A A A A A A i i A A A A A A i i 

Articulatory recoding A A A A A A i i A A A A i i i i 

Motor control of speech A A A A A A A A 

For each of the 16 different conditions (16 columns), A = the types of processing (rows) that are expected to be engaged. 

i = not required but may occur implicitly; W = words; P = pseudowords; O = objects; H = humming; C = coloured 

non-objects. 
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ary depending on the network of regions it contributes to during any

iven task ( Price and Friston, 2005 ). 

To dissociate the response profile of different regions, our exper-

mental design presented 8 different stimulus types with two differ-

nt tasks: overt speech production (e.g. repeating aloud, reading aloud,

aming aloud) or silent 1-back matching, with a finger press response.

alf the stimuli were verbal and half the stimuli were non-verbal. The

uditory verbal stimuli were (1) spoken words or (2) spoken pseu-

owords. The visual verbal stimuli were (3) written words or (4) written

seudowords. We describe these stimuli as verbal rather than phonolog-

cal because (i) phonological processing will be activated by non-verbal

timuli during speech production tasks (e.g., picture naming) and (ii) the

erm “verbal ” is broader than phonological, incorporating the specific

xperiences we have with speech sounds and written material compared

o other types of stimuli. 

The auditory non-verbal stimuli were (5) sounds of animals and ob-

ects or (6) meaningless vocal humming sounds. The visual non-verbal

timuli were (7) pictures of animals and objects or (8) meaningless

oloured non-objects (see Fig. 2 ). A task analysis of the types of pro-

essing we hypothesise to be tapped by each of the 16 conditions is

rovided in Table 1 and detailed below. 

In all the auditory conditions, we expected that (i) auditory short-

erm memory would be required until a speech production or 1-back

atching response had been made, (ii) the demands on auditory short-

erm memory would be greater when auditory stimuli lacked semantic

ontent (pseudowords and humming) compared to stimuli that have rich

emantic content (words and object sounds) that can be used to support

ask performance, (iii) speech processing would be engaged by verbal

ore than non-verbal stimuli in the auditory modality, and (iv) the de-

ands on phonological retrieval would be greater for non-verbal than

erbal stimuli because heard speech is available to guide the production

f speech from verbal but not non-verbal stimuli. 

n  

3 
The visual 1-back matching conditions were used to limit the au-

itory effects described above to higher order processing areas that are

ot specific to the auditory modality because they are also activated dur-

ng phonological processing of visual stimuli. We expected that 1-back

atching of visual words and pseudowords would involve phonological

rocessing (encoding and short-term memory) because (1) even when

he task does not require speech production, skilled readers are highly

rained to rapidly link phonologically legal written text (words or pseu-

owords) to higher level representations of speech sounds (phonologi-

al encoding/retrieval) and articulation (articulatory recoding), and (2)

hese phonological representations can be held in short-term memory to

upport 1-back matching. We also expected that the demands on phono-

ogical retrieval would be higher for visual words and pseudowords than

uditory words and pseudowords (because speech sounds are provided

y auditory verbal stimuli but need to be retrieved from visual stimuli).

To examine whether the left posterior superior temporal lobe re-

ions of interest differed in the task-relevant functional networks in

hich they participate, we used a covariance analysis ( Seghier and

rice, 2009 ). Finally, to confirm that condition-dependent responses

ere significantly different in functionally distinct regions, we report

egion-by-condition interactions. This necessitates data from a second

ample of participants (Sample 2) that is completely independent of the

ample of participants used to define the functionally distinct regions

Sample 1). Significant region-by-condition interactions in Sample 2 also

erve to cross validate the findings of Sample 1. 

. Methods 

.1. Participants 

There were two independent samples of participants ( n = 24 and

 = 59) with no overlap (total n = 83). All participants were healthy,
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Table 2 

Experimental design (Sample 1). 

Stimulus Abb Verbal Semantic Production 

Visual modality Speech production Words W + + + 
Pseudowords P + - + 
Objects O - + + 
Colours C - - + 

1-back matching Words W + + - 

Pseudowords P + - - 

Objects O - + - 

Colours C - - - 

Auditory 

modality 

Speech production Words W + + + 
Pseudowords P + - + 
Objects O - + + 
Hums H - - + 

1-back matching Words W + + - 

Pseudowords P + - - 

Objects O - + - 

Hums H - - - 

Abb = abbreviations used in all Tables and Figures: W = words; P = pseudowords; O = objects; C = coloured non-objects, 

H = humming sounds. The plus signs were the activation conditions (weighted + 1 in the statistical contrast) and the negative 

signs were the baseline (weighted -1 in the statistical contrast). 
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a  
ight handed (assessed with the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory;

ldfield, 1971 ) native English speakers, with normal or corrected-to-

ormal vision and hearing. Sample 1 included 12 females and 12 males

mean age = 31.4 years, standard deviation (SD) = 5.9 years). Sample

 included 34 females and 25 males (mean age = 44.5 years, SD = 17.7

ears). It was not necessary to match the samples for age because we

ere testing for consistency across samples, rather than searching for

roup differences. Written informed consent was obtained from each

articipant prior to scanning with ethical approval from the London

ueen Square Research Ethics Committee. 

.2. Paradigm for sample 1 

Sample 1 were scanned during 16 different conditions with 8 types

f stimuli, in a 2 × 2 × 2 × 2 factorial design (see Tables 1 and 2 ).

actor 1 was stimulus modality (auditory versus visual). Factor 2 was

erbal (words or pseudowords) versus non-verbal stimuli (pictures and

ounds). Factor 3 was semantic (words and objects) versus non-semantic

timuli (pseudowords and meaningless baselines). Factor 4 was response

odality with two tasks: overtly producing speech (i.e. speech produc-

ion, SP), or 1-back matching with a finger press response. 

For the speech production tasks, participants produced a single overt

poken response. In the visual modality, they: (1) named objects or an-

mals in pictures; (2) read written object names; (3) read pseudowords;

nd (4) named the colour of meaningless non-objects (see Fig. 2 ). In the

uditory modality, participants (1) named objects/animals after hearing

nvironmental sounds associated with those objects; (2) repeated heard

bject names; (3) repeated pseudowords; and (4) named the gender of

he voice (‘male’ or ‘female’) after hearing male or female humming

ounds. 

For the 1-back matching task, participants placed two fingers of the

ame hand over an fMRI compatible button box to indicate whether or

ot the stimulus was the same as the one preceding it (left button for

same’, right button for ‘different’). Hand was counterbalanced evenly

cross participants. There was no overt speech production involved in

ny 1-back matching condition. 

Data from Sample 1 have previously been reported in:

berhuber et al. (2013) to demonstrate a functional posterior-anterior

ubdivision in the putamen; Hope et al. (2014) to dissect the functional

natomy of auditory word repetition; Oberhuber et al. (2016) to

nvestigate functional subdivisions within the supramarginal gyrus; and

amamoto et al. (2019) to highlight a special role for the right posterior

uperior temporal sulcus during speech production. The current focus
4 
n auditory short-term memory in the left posterior superior temporal

obe yields novel findings that were outside the scope of all previous

nalyses of the same dataset. 

.3. Stimulus presentation 

The same set of 96 objects were presented as pictures, written words

nd heard words, with items rotated, across participants such that all

6 objects were presented in each of these three conditions across all

articipants (each participant experienced 32 items per condition). This

nsured that the speech production responses (i.e. object names) were

dentical for reading, repetition and object naming when averaging

cross participants. A different set of 32 objects were presented in the

bject sound conditions because only a limited number of objects are

ecognisable from their sounds (e.g. motorbike and telephone but not

uitcase or banana). All participants were therefore presented with the

ame set of 32 object sounds. Stimulus characteristics for each condition

re provided in Table 3 . 

Condition order was fully counterbalanced across participants. Half

he participants performed the 8 speech production tasks first, followed

y the 1-back matching tasks. The others performed the 1-back match-

ng tasks first, followed by the speech production tasks. Within task, we

ounterbalanced the order of other variables (stimulus modality, seman-

ics and phonology). Stimuli for the speech production conditions were

dentical to those for the 1-back matching conditions. 

The auditory words and pseudowords were recordings of a male,

ative, English speaker (with a Southern British accent approximating

eceived Pronunciation) reading aloud the written versions of the same

timuli. The auditory semantic non-verbal stimuli (sounds of animals

nd objects) were taken from the NESSTI sound library ( Hocking et al.,

013 ). The auditory non-semantic, non-verbal stimuli were created by

ale and female voices humming with no phonological or semantic

ontent. Critically, stimulus duration was longer for non-verbal sounds

objects and humming) than verbal sounds (words and pseudowords)

ecause when the stimulus duration was shortened, participants were

nable to name the source of animal and object sounds. On average, the

on-verbal hums were shorter than the object sounds and longer than

he words and pseudowords (see Table 3 ). We expected that as stimu-

us duration increased, so would the demands on acoustic processing,

uditory attention and auditory short-term memory. 

Written pseudowords were created using a non-word generator

 Duyck et al., 2004 ). To ensure that the pseudoword stimuli were bal-

nced with the word stimuli, we generated 128 written pseudowords
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Table 3 

Stimulus characteristics for each condition. 

Stimulus Syllables (SD) Letters Duration (seconds) log10 word 

frequency (Zipf value) 

Visual words 1.53 (0.68) 5.24 (1.68) 1.5 4.3 (0.6; 1.6-5.9) 

Visual pseudowords 1.94 (0.92) 5.28 (1.94) 1.5 0 

Visual objects 1.55 (0.69) 5.30 (1.75) 1.5 4.3 (0.6; 1.6-5.9) 

Visual colours 1.36 (0.49) 4.89 (1.04) 1.5 4.8 (0.4; 4.3-5.4) 

Auditory words 1.53 (0.68) 5.24 (1.68) 0.64 (0.10) 4.3 (0.6; 1.6-5.9) 

Auditory pseudowords 1.90 (0.84) 5.35 (1.72) 0.68 (0.12) 0 

Auditory objects 1.81 (0.92) 5.64 (2.21) 1.47 (0.12) 4.4 (0.7; 1.7-5.4) 

Auditory humming 1.50 (0.51) 5.00 (1.01) 1.04 (0.43) 4.7 (0.01; 4.66-4.67) 

The average number of syllables and letters (standard deviation in brackets) for each word, pseu- 

doword, object name, colour name or gender name. The average duration of these stimuli is in 

seconds. Average log word frequency is from SUBTLEX-UK ( van Heuven et al., 2014 ) with stan- 

dard deviation, minimum and maximum in brackets. A Zipf value of 1 corresponds to very-low- 

frequency words (1 per 100 million words) and a value of 6 to very-high-frequency content words 

(10,000 per million words). 
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(  
hat were matched to the 128 objects names for bigram frequency,

umber of orthographic neighbours and word length. The visual non-

emantic, non-verbal stimuli were coloured non-objects. They were cre-

ted from the object pictures by scrambling the global and local features

o render them unrecognisable and then manually editing the images to

ccentuate one of eight colours (brown, blue, orange, red, yellow, pink,

urple and green). Illustrations of the visual stimuli are presented in

ig. 2 . 

Details of the stimulus properties (average number of syllables, aver-

ge number of letters, average stimulus duration and word frequency)

an be found in Table 3 . There were separate runs for each of the 16

onditions. Within each 3.2 min run, there were 4 blocks of stimuli, al-

ernating with rest. Each block presented 9 stimuli including 1 repeat,

ith an inter-stimulus interval of 2.52 s. The repeat was present for

peech production and 1-back matching conditions and was only used

o assess accuracy in the 1-back matching condition. All conditions were

ully counterbalanced across participants. 

.4. Procedure 

Prior to scanning, each participant was trained on all tasks using

 separate set of stimuli, except for animal and object sounds which

emained the same. During both visual and auditory conditions, partic-

pants were instructed to respond as fast as possible, keeping their body

nd head as still as possible, and their eyes open and fixated on a cross

n the middle of the display screen. 

Scanning started with the instructions ‘Get Ready’ written on the

n-scanner screen while five dummy scans were acquired (15.4 s in to-

al). This was followed by a written instruction (e.g. ‘Repeat’), lasting

.08s, which indicated the forthcoming start of a new block and re-

inded participants of the task that needed to be performed. Auditory

timuli were presented via MRI-compatible headphones (MR Confon,

agdeburg, Germany), which also attenuated the noise of the magnetic

radients and the helium pump via active gradient noise suppression.

he initial headphone volume level was set to 89dB and adjusted for

ach participant before scanning. Spoken responses were recorded via

 noise-cancelling MRI microphone (FOMRI IIITM Optoacoustics, Or-

ehuda, Israel) at a sampling rate of 44,100 Hz, for off-line analysis.

he pictures subtended an angle of 7.4 ° (10 cm on screen, 78 cm view-

ng distance) with a pixel size of 350 × 350, and a screen resolution of

024 × 768. The visual angle for the written words ranged from 1.47 to

.41 °, with the majority of words (with five letters) extending 1.84–2.2 °.

isual verbal stimuli (words and pseudowords) were presented in lower

ase Helvetica. 

In-scanner behaviour was measured for each of the 16 conditions.

orrect responses were those that matched the target without delay or
5 
elf-correction. All other responses were categorised as incorrect. For

-back matching, accuracy and response times (from stimulus onset

o button press) were computed automatically, according to the but-

on pressed in response to each trial. For speech production, spoken

esponses were recorded via a microphone and monitored by the exper-

menter who either (i) ticked a check list to confirm that the expected re-

ponse had been made or (ii) recorded an alternative (or null) response.

or some stimuli, more than one response was considered correct. For

xample, a picture of a mug could be named “cup ” or “mug ”. The same

riteria were used for all participants. 

Due to technical failure, response times were only available in the

-back matching task. We conducted a repeated measures 2 × 2 × 2

NOVA in SPSS (IBM SPSS 22, NY, USA) to test for main effects and

nteractions. Factor 1 was stimulus modality (visual vs. auditory), factor

 was semantic versus non-semantic stimuli (words and objects versus

seudowords and baseline) and factor 3 was verbal versus non-verbal

timuli (words and pseudowords versus objects and baseline). 

.5. Data acquisition 

Functional and anatomical data were collected on a 3T scanner (Trio,

iemens, Erlangen, Germany) using a 12-channel head coil. To min-

mise movement during acquisition, a careful head fixation procedure

as used when positioning each participant’s head. This ensured that

one of the speech sessions were excluded after checking the realign-

ent parameters. Functional images consisted of a gradient-echo planar

maging (EPI) sequence and 3 × 3 mm 

2 in-plane resolution (TR/TE/flip

ngle = 3080 ms/30 ms/90 °), field of view (FOV) = 192 mm, matrix

ize = 64 × 64, 44 slices, slice thickness = 2 mm, interslice gap = 1 mm,

2 image volumes per time series, including five “dummies ” to allow for

agnetisation to reach equilibrium. The TR was chosen to maximize

hole brain coverage (44 slices) and to ensure that slice acquisition

nset was offset-asynchronised with stimulus onset, which allowed for

istributed sampling of slice acquisition across the study ( Veltman et al.,

002 ). For anatomical reference, a high-resolution T1 weighted (w)

tructural image was acquired after completing the tasks using a three-

imensional Modified Driven Equilibrium Fourier transform (MDEFT)

equence (TR/TE/TI = 7.92 ms/2.48 ms/910 ms), flip angle = 16 °, 176

lices, voxel size = 1 × 1 × 1 mm). The total scanning time was ap-

roximately 1 h and 20 min per participant, including set-up and the

cquisition of the anatomical scan. 

.6. fMRI data preprocessing 

Data preprocessing and statistical analysis were performed in SPM12

Wellcome Centre for Human Neuroimaging, London, UK), running on
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ATLAB 2012a. Functional volumes were spatially realigned to the

rst EPI volume and unwarped to compensate for non-linear distor-

ions caused by head movement or magnetic field inhomogeneity. The

nwarping procedure was used in preference to including the realign-

ent parameters as linear regressors in the first-level analysis because

nwarping accounts for non-linear movement effects by modelling the

nteraction between movement and any inhomogeneity in the T2 ∗ sig-

al. After realignment and unwarping, the realignment parameters were

hecked to ensure that participants moved less than one voxel (3 mm 

3 )

ithin each scanning run. The anatomical T1w image was co-registered

o the mean EPI image generated during the realignment step and then

patially normalised to the MNI space using the unified normalisation-

egmentation routine of SPM12. To spatially normalise all EPI scans to

NI space, the deformation field parameters that were obtained dur-

ng the normalisation of the anatomical T1w image were applied to the

unctional volumes. The original resolution of the different images was

aintained during normalisation (voxel size 1 × 1 × 1 mm for structural

1w and 3 × 3 × 3 mm for EPI images). After normalisation, functional

mages were spatially smoothed with a 6 mm full-width-half-maximum

sotropic Gaussian kernel to compensate for residual anatomical vari-

bility and to permit application of Gaussian random-field theory for

tatistical inference ( Friston et al., 1995 ). 

.7. First level statistical analyses of fMRI data 

Each pre-processed functional volume was entered into a subject-

pecific fixed effect analysis using the general linear model. Stimulus

nset times were modelled as single events with two regressors per run,

ne modelling the instructions and one modelling all stimuli of interest.

timulus functions were convolved with the SPM canonical haemody-

amic response function and high pass filtered with a cut-off period of

28 s. 

For each scanning session/run (that alternated one condition of in-

erest with fixation), we generated a single contrast that compared ac-

ivation in response to the stimuli and task of interest to resting with

xation. This resulted in 16 different contrasts (one per condition) for

ach participant. Each contrast for each individual was inspected to en-

ure that there were no visible artefacts (e.g. edge effects, activation

n ventricles) that might have been caused by within-scan head move-

ents. 

.8. Second level statistical analyses of fMRI data 

At the second level, the 16 contrasts for each participant were en-

ered into a within-subjects one-way ANOVA in SPM12, with factorial

nalysis conducted at the contrast level. 

Within the 8 auditory conditions, our statistical contrasts reflected

he conventional analysis of a factorial design - main effect of (1) ver-

al versus non-verbal stimuli; (2) semantic versus non-semantic stimuli

nd (3) speech production versus 1-back matching (see Table 2 ). Each

ffect was tested in both directions (i.e. verbal > non-verbal; non-verbal

 verbal; semantic > non-semantic; non-semantic > semantic; speech

roduction > 1-back matching; and 1-back matching > speech produc-

ion). 

Activation for each auditory effect of interest is reported where there

as also greater activation during 1-back matching in the visual modal-

ty for verbal than non-verbal stimuli (words and pseudowords > objects

nd coloured patterns). This ensured that the auditory effects we report

re in higher level amodal areas, rather than areas that are specific to

uditory processing. We did not include the visual speech production

onditions in the conjunction because they involve auditory process-

ng of the spoken response which is avoided in silent 1-back matching.

he visual speech production conditions were however, used to test the

ain effects of task (speech production more than 1-back matching) and

timulus modality (visual versus auditory). 
6 
.9. Statistical contrasts 

Our rationale for the statistical contrasts is based on our task analysis

see Introduction and Table 1 ). In the visual modality, we compared 1-

ack matching on verbal stimuli to rest and non-verbal stimuli. In the

uditory modality, we compared (1) verbal to non-verbal stimuli, and

ice versa, (2) semantic to non-semantic stimuli and vice versa, and (3)

peech production to 1-back matching and vice versa. 

By reporting activation that was common for (1) visual 1-back

atching on verbal compared to non-verbal stimuli and (2) each of the

uditory contrasts (see above), we identified responses that were not

pecific to the auditory modality (i.e. involved in higher level process-

ng). 

.10. Statistical thresholds 

Voxel-wise correction for multiple comparisons was either (i) across

he whole brain or (ii) within a single anatomical region (the four

OIs illustrated in Fig. 1 combined into a single binary mask). This is

ore conservative than individually correcting for multiple comparisons

ithin each ROI for each statistical contrast. The individual ROIs were

hen used to anatomically determine which ROI were involved in each

ffect of interest. The whole brain analysis allowed us to identify other

reas, outside our regions of interest, that co-activated with each ROI. 

For the conjunctions of visual and auditory contrasts, we used the

lobal conjunction in SPM with a statistical threshold of p < 0.05 after

amily-wise error correction for multiple comparisons across the whole

rain (in height). The auditory contrast that entered the conjunction was

omputed across tasks and for each task separately. 

.11. Dissociating the whole brain neural systems associated with different 

eft posterior superior temporal lobe regions 

We dissociated the brain networks associated with different ROIs by

sing a second level covariance analysis. This is purely based on vari-

nce between subjects (not within subjects). The rationale is that brain

egions that are part of the same functional network will show similar in-

reases and decreases in activation across conditions; and these changes

n activation will co-vary across subjects engaging these networks. In

ontrast, when regions are part of different functional networks, covari-

nce will be out of sync across conditions and across subjects. 

The advantage of this analysis is that it does not assume any a priori

nowledge of the functional processing involved in each condition. This

voids the pitfalls associated with cognitive subtractions. It can also de-

ect areas where the significance of the effect is low in the cognitive

ubtraction approach because of high within- or between-subject vari-

nce (see Seghier and Price, 2009 ). 

Procedurally, we repeated our whole-brain second level analysis

with 16 different conditions). This time, the parameter estimates (ac-

ivation compared to rest for each subject in each condition) at the co-

rdinates for the peak voxels were entered into the analysis as separate

ovariates. The number of regressors was equal to the number of left

osterior superior temporal lobe regions of interest. Variance associ-

ted with each regressor is therefore a combination of condition effects

nd inter-subject variability effects. By comparing each regressor to all

thers, within the same analysis, we identified the sets of distributed re-

ions (across the whole brain) that covaried with one region of interest

ore than the others. We report these effects, after family-wise error

orrection for multiple comparisons across the whole brain, in height. 

.12. Region by condition interactions in sample 2 

The 59 participants in Sample 2 performed the 8 speech pro-

uction conditions used with Sample 1, but did not perform any

f the 1-back matching tasks. Experimental details can be found in

berhuber et al. (2016) . After running the same pre-processing and first
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Table 4 

Response times for 1-back matching in 

seconds (standard deviation). 

Stimulus 

RT 

1-back 

Visual words 0.655 (0.11) 

Visual pseudowords 0.648 (0.09) 

Visual objects 0.683 (0.12) 

Visual colours 0.762 (0.11) 

Auditory words 0.880 (0.11) 

Auditory pseudowords 0.959 (0.14) 

Auditory objects 1.111 (0.33) 

Auditory humming 1.125 (0.23) 

The response time (RT), in seconds, 

from stimulus onset to finger press 

response during the 1-back matching 

task. Response times were not available 

for the speech production conditions. 
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evel analysis steps as used for Sample 1, the second level analysis for

ample 2 included 8 (speech production) conditions. Using the F-map

nly (unbiased by condition), we extracted the subject specific data for

ll conditions from the voxel closest to each of the coordinates identi-

ed in Sample 1. We then conducted region by condition interactions (in

BM SPSS Statistics, version 25.0, using 1-tailed p values) to (i) confirm

hat the regions dissociated in Sample 1 showed the same response pro-

les in Sample 2; and (ii) demonstrate that the response profile differed

ignificantly between regions. The condition specific effects of interest

ere subsequently investigated in SPM to illustrate their extent. 

. Results 

.1. In-scanner behavioural data 

As reported in detail for the same dataset in Yamamoto et al. (2019) ,

n-scanner accuracy was above 90% for each of the 16 conditions, ex-

ept for 1-back matching on auditory humming (89%), repeating heard

seudowords (88%) and reading written pseudowords (86%). Reaction

imes during 1-back matching were slower for: (i) auditory > visual stim-

li, because auditory features were delivered sequentially whereas vi-

ual features were delivered simultaneously; (ii) non-verbal > verbal

uditory stimuli, because non-verbal stimuli had longer delivery du-

ation than auditory speech stimuli; and (iii) non-semantic > seman-

ic visual stimuli (written pseudowords > words, and colour > object

timuli) plausibly because on-line retention of non-semantic stimuli, un-

il the matching decision, is not facilitated by semantic memory. The

ean response times for each 1-back matching condition can be found

n Table 4 . 

.2. fMRI data 

.2.1. Visual 1-back matching on words and pseudowords (W&P) 

When correcting for multiple comparisons within the binary mask

composed of the four anatomical ROIs), there were three spatially dis-

inct activation peaks for 1-back matching on verbal stimuli more than

est. These were located in left pSTS (dorsal surface), left atSTS and left

PJ (see Fig. 3 and Table 5 A). All three regions were also activated by

i) visual 1-back matching on words and pseudowords more than ob-

ects and coloured non-objects ( p < 0.001 uncorrected) and (ii) speech

roduction on all visual stimuli more than 1-back matching on all visual

timuli ( p < 0.05 after correction for multiple comparisons within the

inary mask comprising the four regions of interest), see plots in Fig. 3 .

Across the whole brain, the only other areas to show higher activa-

ion for visual 1-back matching on words and pseudowords compared

o objects and coloured non-objects were the left frontal operculum and

eft pars opercularis ( Table 5 A). This was significant after correction for
7 
ultiple comparisons across the whole brain in extent, when the height-

evel statistical threshold was set at p < 0.001 uncorrected. 

According to our task analysis ( Table 1 ), the processing associated

ith visual 1-back matching of verbal (words and pseudowords) > non-

erbal (objects and coloured non-objects) stimuli could reflect phono-

ogical processing (encoding/retrieval and/or short-term memory) or

rthographic processing. To determine which parts are associated with

honological processing, we consider the results of the auditory con-

rasts. 

.2.2. Verbal (words and pseudowords) versus non-verbal (object and 

umming) auditory conditions 

The only temporal lobe region to show more activation for verbal

han non-verbal auditory conditions was located in the middle part of

he STS [peak at -57, -18, -6] consistent with previous studies of acous-

ic speech processing ( Dick et al., 2011 ; Norman-Haignere et al., 2015 ;

pecht et al., 2009 ; Liebenthal et al., 2014 ). Within our left posterior

uperior temporal regions of interest, left TPJ activation was higher for

on-verbal than verbal auditory conditions (see Fig. 3 ). As the same left

PJ was also more activated by visual 1-back matching on verbal more

han non-verbal stimuli (see Table 5 B), there was a highly significant

nteraction between [verbal versus non-verbal] and [visual versus audi-

ory]; p < 0.05 corrected in height for multiple comparisons across the

hole brain (peak coordinates for the interaction at: -57, -36, + 21, Z

core = 5.1 and -54, -42, + 18, Z score = 5.0). 

To summarise, contrary to expectation, we did not find any left

osterior superior temporal lobe region that could be associated with

odality-independent phonological short-term memory. Instead, we

iscovered that the part of left TPJ that corresponds to the putative Peri-

ylvian Language area (PSL) (see above) is more strongly activated by

on-verbal than verbal auditory conditions. This cannot be explained in

erms of the demands on phonological retrieval because activation was

igher for auditory verbal stimuli than visual verbal stimuli (see Fig. 3 ).

.2.3. Non-semantic (pseudowords and humming) versus semantic (words 

nd objects) auditory conditions 

Within our anatomical regions of interest, activation was higher for

on-semantic than semantic auditory conditions in left dpSTS, with a

orresponding effect in right dpSTS (RdpSTS). There were no effects of

on-semantic > semantic (or semantic > non-semantic) in either left TPJ

r left atSTS ( p > 0.05 uncorrected). A conjunction analysis confirmed

hat 142 voxels within left dpSTS and 271 voxels within right dpSTS

ere activated by (i) non-semantic > semantic auditory conditions and

ii) verbal more than non-verbal visual 1-back matching (see Table 5 B).

.2.4. The effects of speech production and stimulus modality in the areas 

o-activated by visual and auditory contrasts 

The conjunction of auditory and visual contrasts (i.e. the effects re-

orted in Table 5 B) ensures that the activation we report is in amodal ar-

as that are activated by both visual and auditory stimuli, during 1-back

atching and speech production. Nevertheless, we also note, for com-

leteness, that all the regions activated in the conjunction were more ac-

ivated during (A) speech production than 1-back matching conditions

n both the visual and auditory modalities and (B) auditory conditions

ore than visual conditions, in both the speech production and 1-back

atching conditions. 

.2.5. Dissociating the whole brain neural systems associated with dpSTS, 

PJ and atSTS 

To dissociate the networks of regions associated with TPJ, dpSTS and

tSTS, we (i) extracted the parameter estimates (activation for each con-

ition compared to rest for each subject) averaging over voxels within

 mm of the peak coordinates for the conjunction of auditory and visual

ontrasts (see Table 5 B). We then searched for brain regions where ac-

ivation, across conditions, co-varied with one of the regions of interest

ore than the other two. 
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Fig. 3. Condition-specific responses in three 

left posterior superior temporal regions. 

The upper section shows the results from Sam- 

ple 1. The lower section shows the results from 

Sample 2. For each sample, activation within 

the anatomical regions of interest ( Fig. 1 ) are 

shown on the mean structural image for that 

sample. The three plots for each sample show 

the mean relative activation per condition (16 

for Samples 1, 8 for Sample 2), with standard 

error bars. The coloured bars show conditions 

of interest (weighted + 1 in the statistical con- 

trast), the grey bars show the corresponding 

baseline conditions (weighted -1 in the statis- 

tical contrast) and the hashed bars show con- 

ditions that were not included in the statis- 

tical contrasts. Different colours (in both the 

plots and the brain image) distinguish different 

statistical contrasts in the auditory modality: 

green activation is higher for non-verbal than 

verbal auditory stimuli; red activation is higher 

for non-semantic than semantic auditory stim- 

uli and yellow activation was not significantly 

different for verbal, non-verbal, semantic or 

non-semantic auditory stimuli. For Sample 1, 

each statistical contrast in the auditory modal- 

ity was in conjunction with the effect of ver- 

bal more than non-verbal stimuli during visual 

1-back matching. The verbal stimuli are words 

(W) and pseudowords (P). The non-verbal stim- 

uli are objects (O), coloured patterns (C) and 

humming (H). The semantic stimuli are W & 

O. The non-semantic stimuli are P, C and H. 

SP = speech production tasks; 1-back = 1-back 

matching tasks. For Sample 1, peak effects were 

all significant at p < 0.05 FWE-corrected for 

multiple comparisons within the anatomical re- 

gions of interest (see Table 5 A), and the ex- 

tent of the effect is illustrated at a height-level 

threshold of p < 0.001 uncorrected. For Sample 

2, the significance threshold was set at p < 0.05 

uncorrected ( Table 5 C) but the effects were all 

significant with small volume correction at the 

peak co-ordinate for Sample 1 (see text). (For 

interpretation of the references to color in this 

figure legend, the reader is referred to the web 

version of this article.) 
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The results dissociated three different networks (see Fig. 4 ). The net-

ork associated with left TPJ primarily included bilateral postcentral

yri, SMA and bilateral superior cerebellum, with a smaller area in the

eft ventral premotor cortex [-57, 9, 6]. The network associated with left

pSTS primarily included the left anterior superior temporal cortex, the

re-SMA and two small regions in the dorsal and ventral premotor cortex

[-42, 3, 54] and [-54, 0, 12]). The network of regions associated with

eft atSTS primarily involved bilateral inferior frontal gyri and sulci (left

emisphere peak at [-54, 27, 18]) and bilateral anterior insulae/frontal

percula (left hemisphere peak at [-30, 24, 9] / [-42, 27, 3]). These re-

ults focus on how the covariance pattern of one ROI differs from that

f the other ROIs. Common covariance across all three ROIs was, ex-
 f  

8 
ectedly, extensive (e.g. bilateral striatum, thalami, cingulate, motor

ortex, frontal opercula, cerebellum, and right temporal and parietal re-

ions), arguably, because activation in each of these regions contributes

o generic speech production and domain general attentional processes.

.2.6. Region by condition interactions in sample 2 

We extracted the subject specific parameter estimates from the voxel,

n the F-map for Sample 2, that was nearest to the coordinates identi-

ed for the conjunction of auditory and visual contrasts in Sample 1

see Table 5 B). The proximity of coordinates for Samples 1 and 2 (no

ore than 1mm on each axis) is shown in Table 5 C. The data from the

our auditory conditions were entered into SPSS which confirmed the
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Table 5 

Statistical details for effects of interest. 

(A) Visual 1-back matching on words (W) and pseudowords (P) compared to (i) rest and (ii) visual 1-back matching on objects (O) and coloured non-objects (C). 

Anatomical Region (abbreviation) MNI coordinates Z scores 

W&P > rest W&P > O&C 

Left temporo-parietal junction (L TPJ) -54, -42, + 21 5.2 ∗ 3.1 

Left anterior ascending terminal branch of the STS (L atSTS) -51, -45, + 9 4.2 ∗ 3.2 

-51, -45, + 6 3.9 3.7 

Left dorsal surface of the horizontal stem of posterior STS (L dpSTS) -54, -30, + 0 3.5 ∗ 4.0 

-57, -30, -3 3.1 4.3 

Right posterior STS (R dpSTS) + 57, -30, 0 3.3 3.2 

Left frontal operculum (L FO) -42, + 30, -3 3.8 4.3 

Left pars opercularis (L pOp) -48, + 15, + 12 4.4 3.7 

(B) Conjunctions of auditory effects and visual 1-back matching on verbal > non-verbal stimuli (W&P > O&C) 

Auditory contrast Region k MNI Z scores 

Voxels coordinates Con. Aud. Vis. 

Non-verbal > Verbal L TPJ 182 -54, -42, + 21 4.8 4.7 3.1 

Non-semantic > Semantic L dpSTS 142 -57, -27, 0 5.9 4.0 4.3 

-54, -42, + 3 5.3 3.2 3.9 

R dpSTS 271 + 57, -24, -3 5.3 6.2 3.5 

+ 54, -36, -3 4.8 5.1 3.2 

Speech production > 1-back matching L dpSTS 231 -60, -30, 0 6.0 3.9 4.2 

L atSTS -57, -42, + 9 4.9 3.4 3.4 

L TPJ -54, -42, + 21 4.8 3.3 3.1 

R dpSTS 40 + 57, -30, 0 4.8 3.3 3.1 

(C) Validating effects in Sample 2 

Region L atSTS L TPJ L dpSTS 

Sample 1 conjunction -57, -42, + 9 -54, -42, + 21 -57, -27, 0 

Sample 2 F map -57, -43, + 8 -54, -43, + 20 -57, -28, -1 

Visual verbal > non-verbal (SP) 4.96 3.26 2.56 

Auditory non-verbal > verbal (SP) NS 3.98 NS 

Auditory non-semantic > semantic (SP) NS NS 3.03 

In Part A, Z scores that reached significance at p < 0.05 corrected for multiple comparisons within the anatomical region of interest (see Fig. 1 ) are 

masked with an asterisk ( ∗ ). In part B, Con. = Z scores for conjunction of the auditory contrast (Aud) listed in column 1, and the visual contrast (Vis) 

which was always visual 1-back matching on words and pseudowords > objects and coloured non-objects (Vis). The Z -scores for the conjunctions 

were all significant at p < 0.05 FWE-corrected for multiple comparisons across the whole brain. k = number of voxels at p < 0.001 uncorrected. 

In part C, Z scores for Sample 2 are reported for the three different effects within 1 mm of the peak coordinates from the conjunction shown in 

Table 5 B. The highest Z scores for each of the three effects is in bold. SP = speech production. 
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xpected region by condition interactions: The effect of non-verbal >

erbal auditory conditions (across tasks) was significantly higher in left

PJ than either left dpSTS (F (1,58) = 19.248; p < 0.001) or left at-

TS (F (1,58) = 11.533; p < 0.001), and the effect of non-semantic >

emantic auditory conditions (across tasks) was significantly higher in

eft dpSTS than either left atSTS (F (1,58) = 4.710; p = 0.017) or left

PJ (F (1,58) = 16.907; p < 0.001). The results of the SPM statistical

omparisons between conditions are provided in Table 5 C, and the ex-

ent of the effects within the anatomical regions of interest is illustrated

n the lower section of Fig. 3 . 

.2.7. The effect of stimulus duration in left TPJ in sample 2 

Higher left TPJ activation for non-verbal than verbal auditory stim-

li, in both Sample 1 and 2, might reflect longer stimulus duration for

on-verbal than verbal stimuli. The non-verbal object/animal sounds

ere the longest (1.47 s) because our pilot study indicated that shorter

ounds were not as well recognised, and word durations were shortest

0.64 s). The durations of half the humming sounds were matched to

he object/animal sounds, the other half were matched to the word du-

ations; with a mean duration of 1.04 s for the humming sounds. If left

PJ activation was sensitive to the duration of the auditory stimuli, then

t should be higher for (A) object/animal sounds than humming; and (B)

ong humming sounds than short humming sounds. We did not find any

vidence for either A in Sample 1 (see top right Fig. 3 ) or B in Sample

 in a new analysis that modelled long and short humming sounds sep-

rately and found no significant difference ( Z score = 0.97; p = 0.165

ncorrected) in left TPJ activation for longer (parameter estimate = 3.7)

ompared to shorter sounds (parameter estimate = 3.2). 
9 
. Discussion 

The main contribution of our study is to dissociate the response pro-

les of three different left posterior superior temporal lobe regions (dp-

TS, TPJ and atSTS) when participants are engaged in speech produc-

ion and 1-back matching tasks on different types of auditory stimuli.

ritically, none of the three regions responds specifically to (a) audi-

ory stimuli because they were all more activated during silent 1-back

atching on visual words and pseudowords than the same task on ob-

ects and coloured non-objects or (b) speech and language processing

ecause activation does not increase with semantic or phonological con-

ent in the auditory domain. To the contrary, left TPJ shows higher re-

ponses to non-phonological than phonological auditory stimuli and left

pSTS shows higher responses to non-semantic than semantic auditory

timuli. 

The functional dissociation of dpSTS, TPJ and atSTS is demonstrated

n two independent samples of participants. We also show that the three

egions co-activate with different neural systems that include different

rontal, parietal and cerebellar regions. Below, we consider the response

rofile of each region in detail and discuss how their functional role

ight be described and investigated further in future studies. 

.1. Left dpSTS 

Here we distinguish left dpSTS from the adjacent anterior termi-

al ascending branch of the superior temporal sulcus (i.e. left atSTS).

e found that the response in left dpSTS was higher, when the au-

itory stimuli were non-semantic compared to semantic, irrespective
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Fig. 4. Brain regions that covary with left dpSTS (red), left TPJ 

(green) or left atSTS (yellow) 

Regions where activation co-varied with each of our three regions of 

interest illustrated in Fig. 3 . Green = network associated with left TPJ, 

red = network associated with left dpSTS and yellow = network asso- 

ciated with left atSTS. Top row: x = -/ + 56; second row x = -/ + 48; 

bottom row x = -/ + 6. All coloured voxels (a) covaried positively and 

significantly with the corresponding region, (b) covaried significantly 

more with the corresponding region compared to the others and (c) 

were activated across all tasks compared to rest, with the threshold for 

both (a), (b) and (c) set at p < 0.05 corrected for multiple comparisons 

across the whole brain. The threshold for the extent of the cluster was 

set to > 20 voxels. (For interpretation of the references to color in this 

figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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f task. According to our task analysis ( Table 1 ), the enhanced acti-

ation could be a consequence of an increased reliance on auditory

hort-term memory when facilitation from semantic processing is not

vailable. Indeed, the peak coordinates of this effect [-57, -30, -3/-

4, -30, 0] are in close proximity to the brain region [-56, -30, 1]

here Richardson et al. (2011) showed, in neurotypical individuals, that

igher digit span (a classic measure of verbal short-term memory) cor-

elated with higher grey matter density. 

Our results elucidate the functional contribution of left dpSTS in two

ays. First, we show that left dpSTS activation is not sensitive to the

honological content of stimuli because activation was not higher for

erbal compared to non-verbal auditory stimuli, or vice versa. Second,

e show that, left dpSTS activation is not specific to auditory input be-

ause activation was also observed for silent 1-back matching on visual

timuli with verbal content (i.e. words and pseudowords). A parsimo-

ious explanation is that left dpSTS may support the short-term reten-

ion of auditory representations that can be derived from either auditory

r visual inputs. 

If our design had not included the auditory non-verbal conditions,

igher activation for verbal than non-verbal stimuli in the visual modal-

ty might have been interpreted as reflecting the demands on phono-

ogical processing. By showing that dpSTS activation is higher for non-

emantic, non-verbal humming than spoken word processing, our find-

ngs are more consistent with a role for left dpSTS in short-term repre-

entation of sound features relevant to the task ( Liebenthal et al., 2010 ),

ith demands on these short-term auditory representations increasing

hen the retention of auditory stimuli cannot rely on semantic memory.

H

10 
This explanation can help interpret a range of prior findings. For

xample, reliance on auditory short-term memory may increase dur-

ng audio-visual integration ( Erickson et al., 2014 ; Szycik et al., 2012 )

nd the attention, memory and executive tasks included in the meta-

nalysis conducted by Liebenthal et al. (2014) who reported greater

eft dpSTS activation for non-linguistic than linguistic stimuli. It is also

ossible that, in the absence of a behavioural task, the reliance on

hort-term representation of relevant sound features increases when

assively listening to (1) non-verbal sounds as they become familiar

 Dehaene-Lambertz et al., 2005 ; Dick et al., 2011 ; Leech et al., 2009 ;

iebenthal et al., 2010 ) and (2) non-semantic speech sounds compared

o complex unintelligible sounds ( Benson et al., 2006 ; Giraud et al.,

004 ; Narain et al., 2003 ; Rimol et al., 2006 ; Scott et al., 2000 ). 

.2. Left TPJ 

We consider how the response we observed in left TPJ fits with two

on-mutually exclusive perspectives reported in the prior literature: (A)

his region plays a role in auditory-motor integration ( Hickok et al.,

003 , 2004; Buchsbaum et al., 2001 ; Buchsbaum and D’Esposito 2019 );

nd/or (B) it plays a role in short-term memory of auditory represen-

ations ( Buchsbaum and D’Esposito, 2019 , 2009 ; Koelsch et al., 2009 ;

raemer et al., 2005 ; McGettigan et al., 2011 ) that are not necessar-

ly linked to phonology or auditory-motor integration ( Aleman, 2004 ;

unzeck et al., 2005 ; Zatorre and Halpern, 2005 ; Xu et al., 2006;

äncke and Shah, 2004 ; Pekkola et al., 2006 ; Wheeler et al., 2000 ;

asegawa et al., 2004 ). 
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The contributions of our study are as follows. First, we found that

eft TPJ activation was observed for silent 1-back matching on visual

ords and pseudowords. Its response is therefore not specific to audi-

ory inputs or attention. Second, we found that activation was higher

or non-verbal than verbal auditory stimuli. This is difficult to explain

n terms of the demands on auditory-motor integration or stimulus dura-

ion (see Section 7 of the fMRI results). Third, we found that left TPJ was

ore activated by auditory repetition than reading of stimuli that were

atched across conditions (i.e. the same phonology and semantics). This

annot be explained by the demands on phonological retrieval which are

ess for repetition than reading because the phonological representations

re primed by the auditory stimulus. The role that left TPJ plays in audi-

ory short-term memory, is therefore not specific to speech perception

r speech production, as shown in prior studies ( Koelsch et al., 2009 ;

raemer et al., 2005 ). We are also cautious about defining the response

n left TPJ as an auditory-motor integration area. Instead, like many

ther areas, it may contribute to auditory-motor integration, indirectly.

If left TPJ plays a role in auditory short-term memory, how does

his differ from that in left dpSTS? Our study provides three distinguish-

ng pieces of evidence. In TPJ, activation is higher for non-verbal than

erbal auditory stimuli but did not significantly differ for non-semantic

ompared to semantic auditory stimuli. As non-verbal auditory stim-

li had longer durations and took longer to process than verbal stimuli

see Table 4 ), enhanced left TPJ activation for non-verbal compared to

erbal auditory stimuli may reflect either the load on memory encod-

ng or the prolonged maintenance of information in auditory short-term

emory until the task is completed. In contrast, left dpSTS activation

as higher for non-semantic than semantic auditory stimuli but did not

ignificantly differ for non-verbal compared to verbal auditory stimuli.

his may reflect demands on auditory short-term memory when there

s no support from semantic memory. 

The whole brain activations associated with left TPJ and left dpSTS

lso suggest that these regions participate in partially non-overlapping

eural systems ( Fig. 3 ). Left dpSTS co-activated with extensive parts of

he superior temporal gyrus (consistent with attention to auditory in-

ut), whereas left TPJ co-activated with extensive parts of the postcen-

ral gyri that are associated with the sensory consequences of motor ac-

ions rather than motor planning. Although further studies are required

o understand how these neural systems function, co-activation in left

PJ and the postcentral gyri raises an interesting hypothesis. Rather

han driving motor responses (as implied from the auditory-motor in-

egration hypothesis), left TPJ may contribute to speech production,

t a post-articulatory stage, by holding auditory representations of ex-

ected speech on-line until the spoken output is matched to the in-

ended speech. This hypothesis could be tested in future, using direc-

ional connectivity studies to determine whether left TPJ drives articu-

atory planning or is involved in sustaining auditory representations for

ost-articulatory processing. 

In summary, the response we observe in left TPJ is most consistent

ith encoding and sustaining auditory representations on-line. This is

equired for both speech perception and speech production but is not

imited to language tasks. Future studies are required to test whether

eft TPJ contributes: (i) directly to motor planning (e.g. driving premo-

or/motor regions), (ii) indirectly to motor planning (e.g. by sustaining

ctivity in other regions that drive the motor response) and/or (iii) to

ost-articulatory processing of the spoken response. 

.3. Left atSTS 

A distinction between the function of left atSTS and left dpSTS was

reviously reported in a large-scale meta-analysis of 253 studies by

iebenthal et al. (2014) who found that left dpSTS activation was more

requently associated with non-linguistic stimuli than linguistic stimuli

hereas left atSTS was most sensitive to linguistic material (although

lso activated by a range of executive and motor planning tasks). 
11 
Our within-subjects study indicates that activation in left atSTS in-

reased for (i) verbal more than non-verbal visual stimuli, (ii) speech

roduction more than 1-back matching and (iii) auditory more than vi-

ual stimuli. In these ways, the response in atSTS was similar to those

n dpSTS and TPJ. However, unlike left dpSTS, left atSTS did not re-

pond differentially to semantic versus non-semantic auditory stimuli;

nd, unlike TPJ, atSTS did not respond differentially to verbal versus

on-verbal auditory stimuli. We therefore found no evidence to suggest

hat left atSTS was sensitive to the demands on auditory or phonological

hort-term memory. 

Based on connectivity patterns, Glasser et al. (2016) report that at-

TS (corresponding to area TPOJ1 in HCP-MMP1.0) is one of three

emporo-parieto-occipital regions that link higher auditory and higher

isual areas. In addition, the same authors report that, relative to the

orsal surface of left dpSTS, left atSTS is more activated by motor tasks

nvolving tongue movements, finger tapping and toe squeezing; and less

ctivated for listening to stories compared to answering arithmetic ques-

ions ( “LANGUAGE STORY-MATH ” contrast). 

In our covariance analysis, we found that activation in the left frontal

perculum and left middle frontal gyrus/inferior frontal sulcus covaried

ore strongly with left atSTS than either left dpSTS or left TPJ. This pro-

ides regions of interest for future connectivity analyses to investigate

hether left atSTS is driven bottom-up from the auditory cortex and/or

op-down from left frontal regions. It will also be of interest to under-

tand the direction of information flow between atSTS, dpSTS and TPJ.

. Conclusions 

The novel contribution of our study is the demonstration that dp-

TS, atSTS and TPJ each have distinct response properties, with left

PJ responding to non-verbal more than verbal auditory stimuli and

eft dpSTS responding to non-semantic more than semantic stimuli; and

eft atSTS being significantly less sensitive, than TPJ and dpSTS, to the

erbal and semantic content of the stimuli. Although none of these re-

ions are specific to speech and language processing (as discussed in the

ntroduction), they each contribute to speech and language processing

n different ways. 

We have already provided some speculative hypotheses about how

ach region might contribute to language processing, but most impor-

antly, our findings strongly motivate and guide future studies to probe

he function of each region further and to use effective connectivity anal-

ses (e.g. as in Parker Jones et al., 2013 ) to improve our understand-

ng of how different parts of the speech and language network interact

ith one another to support speech comprehension and drive speech

roduction. For example, how do our left posterior superior temporal

obe regions interact with each other and the rest of the brain during

ensory, motor and higher-level cognitive/language processing? More

pecifically, is left temporo-parietal activation driven bottom-up from

uditory inputs in the auditory cortex or top-down from the left poste-

ior inferior frontal cortex; and how does this depend on stimulus modal-

ty, stimulus content and task? In addition, a greater understanding of

nter-subject variability in the response of each region will also be es-

ential for building maps of the functional anatomy of language that

an be used to predict the behavioural consequences of brain damage

r neurosurgery. 
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